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LTV shown is based on conceptual design.

WE ARE GOING!

With the Artemis program,
NASA will land the first
woman and next man on the
Moon by 2024, using
innovative technologies to
explore more of the lunar
surface than ever before.
learn more: nasa.gov/artemis

THE SPACE LAUNCH SYSTEM

World’s MOST POWERFUL ROCKEt

THE GATEWAY

OUTPOST ORBITING THE MOON

ARTEMIS GENERATION
SPACE SUITS

ORION SPACECRAFT

Designed for deep space

1.

LET’S DRAW
THE LTV!
This activity requires a pencil and a black pen or
a marker. You will use the pencil to draw the
guidelines and the marker to draw the final shapes.
For every step, the current shapes to be drawn are
shown in red.

SUPPLY LIST
PENCIL WITH
ERASER
bLACK PEN OR
MARKER

The LTV CAN BE DRAWN USING a variety of basic shapes.
USING THE PENCIL, DRAW an angled guideline (1) that
will be used to align the LTV’s front tires. Above
that, draw an additional guideline (2) at a slightly
inclined angle that will help align the vehicle’s
back tire.

SHEET OF PAPER

Draw a series of circles along these two
guidelines to represent the tires. Only three
tires need to be drawn. The fourth tire will be
hidden in the final drawing.
Draw two elongated, upside down hexagons to
represent the front frame of the LTV.

DRAW THESE SHAPES
USING A pencil
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Artist hint:
Use a ruler to help
with drawing your
guidelines.
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2.

Add frame details
and tire fenders

Draw a series of semi-circle fenders on the top part
of the tires. Be sure to note that the back tire and
front tire fenders are slightly different!
Begin to add details to the LTV’s front frame.

The LTV will be an unpressurized
(Unenclosed) rover that
astronauts will use to explore
and conduct experiments at the
lunar South Pole.

DRAW THESE SHAPES
USING A pencil

3.

Continue adding details

add additional details to the front of the LTV. These
details include the front equipment rack casing and
the navigation console where the astronauts will
control the LTV while exploring the lunar surface.

With the LTV, astronauts will be
able to explore more than double
the area than can be explored by
foot alone. Not only that, but
with the LTV they can carry more
tools, collect more diverse
samples, and do more science!
DRAW THESE SHAPES
USING A pencil

4.

Add bottom frame and
front headlights

Draw the bottom portion of the LTV, including
the bottom base of the seats and the vehicle’s
headlights that will allow the astronauts to
see in dark areas.

NASA believes that many Earth-bound
vehicle manufacturers may have
innovative concepts to offer for
LTV development.

DRAW THESE SHAPES
USING A pencil

5.

Continue adding details

Draw the connecting pieces between the front tires
and the bottom frame. Draw two seats for the
astronauts.

The LTV will be built to survive
the Moon’s extreme environment,
including temperatures at the
lunar South Pole ranging from 280
degrees Fahrenheit to minus 280
degrees Fahrenheit.

DRAW THESE SHAPES
USING A pencil

6.

Continue adding details

Continue drawing the details on the seats. Draw the
back equipment rack casings using rectangular
shapes.

The LTV will maintain humanity’s
presence on the lunar surface with
its cameras, mobility and sensors,
performing science, and
reconnaissance activities in
between crew visits. Because of
its size, speed, and carrying
capacity, it will be able to cover
more ground than any robotics
explorer before.

7.

Add final touches

add the finishing details to the LTV, Draw the mesh
backing on the seats, the communications
equipment on the top of the front frame, tire
details, and the equipment rack bars on both the
front and back of the vehicle.

The LTV will have the capability
to be remote-controlled from
Earth, the Gateway, or Artemis
astronauts on the Moon.

8.

Ink outlines and erase
guidelines

Ink the final outlines and erase all pencil
guidelines. You’re now ready to add shading or
color!

Draw these shapes
using a black pen

NASA is pushing the boundaries of
electric vehicle capabilities for
the LTV with an additional goal of
spurring innovation for vehicles
on Earth. Advanced energy storage,
autonomous driving, and resilience
to extreme terrain are all high
priorities for the LTV.

Erase the pencil
lines

9.

Share your masterpiece!

Make it your own! Add exciting colors, extra details,
or even draw the LTV driving on the moon!
Don’t forget to share your masterpiece on social media!

#DRAWARTEMIS

Artist hint:
Use the image on
the front cover
as A reference
for small
details, colors,
and textures.
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